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Vch piercings videos

The most popular vulva piercing done in our store, vertical hood piercing (VCH), not only looks great, but it has a good chance of making the wearer feel great. It is easy to sit through and heal, and adds additional stimulation to the wearer. Rumors of spontaneous orgasms from walking and other physical
activity are usually exaggerated, but this piercing can certainly give you something extra! As the name implies, the piercing passes through the hood vertically. Since it sits from top to bottom, it is usually unobtrusive and conveniently lies in the owner's anatomy. The decorations are either straight or
curved barbell, with the bottom ball resting on the clitoris and the top ball exiting on the top side of the bonnet. For many, jewelry creates a wonderful feeling from the direct contact of jewelry to the clitoris, and great jewelry, or even just big ends, can help energize that feeling. Like all sexual piercings,
vertical clitoris piercing hooded anatomy depends. While most customers requesting this piercing have enough tissue to get pierced, smaller hoods can make this piercing not recommended. Come and talk to one of our employees and we will prepare you with the piercing that is best for you. Share a
video of National Piercing Day on May 16! In 2007, www.GoofyAuctions created a fun holiday known as National Piercing Day on May 16 and used MySpace to spread the word about the Hole-y holiday! This year, to mark the anniversary of the excellent holiday www.GoofyAuctions uses YouTube to
spread the word even more! So for your part! May 16, support your local piercing and get a new piercing! Get it wrong! There are literally dozens of piercings to choose from: ear piercing ideas: Anti-Tragus, Auricle, Conch, Daith, Industrial, Industrial (via rook), Orbital, Lobe, Pinna, Forward Pinna, Rook,
Scaffold, Snug, Tragus, Cross Lobe and Vertical Tragus. Oral piercing ideas: Weaving, Chick, Guba (Lower), Lower Fryenum, Madonna, Medusa, Higher Fryenum, Language and Labor. Surface piercing ideas: ankle, brooch, graph, eyebrow, nape, neck, third eye and webbing. Genital piercing women's
ideas: Clitor, Hood, Inner Labia, Outer Labia and Triangle. Male genital piercing ideas: Apadravya, Dydoe, Fraenulum, Kuno, Lorum, Palang, Prince Albert, Pubic, Reverse PA and Hafada. Nasel piercing ideas: Nostril and septum. Abdominal piercing ideas: Nipple. ... Finally, piercings are fun, neat, and
they can come and go as you please! Piersers, get in on that to help spread the word. Throw a piercing party, there's a special, place ad in college newspapers... What kind of piercing will you get on May 16? Share Video by Cassie Lopez is a body piercing head in Adorned. She has been working in this
field for 14 years and specializes in ear and female genital piercings. Teh Teh The story was told by Kelsey Castagnon and edited for length and clarity. Growing up, I was always the kid who pierced all my friends. When I was in high school, I worked at a tattoo store that opened a block from my home in
Long Island. The owner needed a piercing and I was available. Normally, you have to go through a formal apprenticeship and train under someone, but I just got thrown into it. They said: This is what you need to do. Make it work.'When I first started, the guy who owned the store gave me a collection of
old-school VHS piercing tape to watch. There were two videos of sexual piercings: one male, one woman - and that's how I first found out. Of course, then I started watching other people in real life and it all snowballed from there. I didn't do female genital piercings for at least a year or two in the job
because I was absolutely terrified. I was probably 18 or 19 and that's an area where people are already nervous for you to come up - not to mention the needle - so it was more anxiety projected from a person getting pierced than me being nervous. I'm generally not a nervous person when it comes to
doing piercings of any kind, but you definitely feed on the energy of the client. And most of the time, people who get genital piercings are just naturally nervous. How exactly is this going down? Actual piercing itself is so fast - it takes seconds. Most of the process goes to negotiations with the client. I
answer any questions, discuss what they want, where they want, and then I have them on the table in the room so I can check the anatomy. Anatomy is one of the most important conversations we will have, because not every piercing is suitable for every person. Assuming everything looks good, we
decide on the jewelry and then I sterilize that along with the needle. I always talk through piercings with my clients to help them relax. I practice breathing with them, which usually helps a lot. People have this desire to jump and move away from pain - it's just a natural instinct that happens to everyone. I
want them to take a deep breath, and when they exhale, I tell them to do it with their whole body. This way your feet become relaxed and your whole body is more at ease. Note about anatomy I definitely had to transform people from specific genital piercings. It happens. That's why, before I even bring
them into the room, I give them a quick talk about how there's always a chance that piercings can't be done, so they know it's not their fault. Vertical clitoris hood (VCH) piercing is the most common type, for example, but there are people who can't do it either because the skin above the hood is too tight.
Obviously, piercings have different techniques, but as I do, I take a small tube getting slide it under my skin and then I click to the waiting room. Some people don't have enough skin to hold under the receiving tube; their anatomy just didn't make for him. Same with Christina piercing - also known as venus
piercing, located on the surface of the pubic area where the outer labia meet, right above the clitoral hood - which are really popular lately. You have to have a very specific anatomy for this and a lot of people can't do it. Otherwise, what happens is your body will start rejecting it, in which case it will just
push the piercing to the surface if it is not done properly. You just have to be open to other ideas in these cases. When Vagina Piercing went WrongTen years ago, I was doing a VCH piercing. It didn't matter how much I tried to relax the client, she had too much in her own head (which was understandable
given the area). Then, when I started pushing the needle, she grabbed my hand and tore off my arm. That needle sticks out halfway in the hood - right in the middle of it - and she said, I can't do it. I'm like: But it's halfway through the skin right now! She told me to get him out. So she bled a little bit, and I
had to put some pressure on her for a while and just keep her there for a while. I felt bad - I remember that day as it was yesterday. It was the exact moment when I decided to go deep into the performances before doing these piercings. Nothing like this has happened since. I think that a particular person
just wasn't morally ready for it. Like piercing, I had to admit it and said: Maybe you should think about it a little longer. But it was a long time ago, and you live and learn. What you really need to know about the postoperative Most female genital piercings heal quickly. This is an area that naturally cleanses
itself. I don't think I've ever seen a really, really infected female genital piercing. Irritation is very common, but infection - when piercing is done correctly - is very rare. If someone has a serious infection, he should not go to the piercing, he should see a doctor. But as long as you keep it clean, the chances
are pretty slim. The natural reaction of people is to use soap, but soap can be quite annoying in the female genital area, so you should avoid this. If you're going to use something, make it a saline solution - it should mimic the amount of salt your body actually does. Flipping SwitchI was thinking about
getting my own pierced, but it's not really for me. I don't like being punctured. I can dish, but I definitely can't take it. I've had a lot of piercings in my life - I had a full face at one point - but I didn't get one in God knows how long. That's the fun part about them though: can get a whole bunch and then take
them. Climb close - PersonalWith piercing in general, people feel very vulnerable - and especially when you you Do a piercing that includes clothes coming off. People just want to share things. I've had women tell me they get it done to get their body back after a bad relationship. Some people want to
improve their sex life. It's also just a huge rush to make. A few years ago, I had a house come with her sub and they got pierced together. I definitely had a lot of interesting experiences and I learned a lot about people's lives during these piercings. At the same time, the piercing area of the genitals is still
very taboo to discuss. But there was this huge influx of people who are really comfortable with it. Women have come in uncomfortable with their body or the way it looks and they want to decorate it. They will say: Maybe if I have this decoration here, it will look more attractive. And I'm like, Girl, you have a
beautiful vagina. Don't worry about it. It makes you feel completely different about your body. And if it makes you feel good, let's do it. I'm all about helping someone feel better about themselves. Medically reviewed by Janet Brito, Ph.D., LCSW, CST - Author Jennifer Chesak August 13, 2019Share on
PinterestDesign by Brittany EnglandIf you're a fan of body jewelry, you may have wondered about getting one of your most enjoyable pieces pierced. You can get the actual clitoris pierced, but getting the clitoral hood pierced is safer and more often. This is usually what people have in mind when they
mention clitoris piercings. Genital jewelry may produce some stimulating results, but here's what you need to know before taking the piercing plunge. Head. Clitoral head piercing is the only version that pierces the actual clitoris - usually through the clitoral head if it is vertical piercing, or its middle point if it
is horizontal. Vch. Vertical clitoral hood piercing wins popularity competition among clitoris decor. It pierces vertically through the thin part of the hood peak. Hch. The horizontal clitoral piercing of the hood goes - you guessed it, horizontally through the base of the hood. Triangle. Triangle piercing goes
horizontally through the base of the bonnet and under the shaft of the clitoris, according to one of the first performers of the procedure, Elaine Angel, author of The Piercing Bible.Princess Diana. Princess Diana piercing, according to Angel, who named the concept, is usually performed in pairs and can be
an addition to VCH. They are essentially VCH piercings, but are done to the side. If you have VCH, you can flank it with PDs, for example. Christina. Christina, also called Venus, isn't really a clitoral head or hood piercing - but it's often brought up as an alternative. One insert point through the very front of
the vulva, called the cleft Venus. The piercing then extends through a small part of the pubic mons where it arises. Share PinterestIllustration by Brittany EnglandClitoral head and hood piercing can increase arousal and pleasure during personal or affiliate play or sexual activity - and even if you don't get
frisky. For your benefit, Princess Diana, or triangle piercings, will likely enhance the sensation for the piercing. VCH and Princess Diana piercing usually use a ball that leans on and taps the clitoris, especially during stimulation of the clitoral hood or head itself. The triangle can enhance pleasure during
direct clitoris stim or vaginal or penetration. This is because the inner parts of the clitoris itself extend downwards to surround the vaginal canal and even reach to the anus. Triangle piercing can create a hot pleasure button with a ring stimulating you because of the clitoral shaft and even bumping the
actual clitoris with the outer parts of the equipment. While you may think head piercings will cause the greatest pleasure, it is not without the risk of nerve damage to the delicate part just from the procedure, even if it is done correctly. For your partner, a benefitAny head or a clitoral hood piercing can
enhance pleasure for your partner by also creating a small stimulation against their genitals, depending on the position. In addition, your partner may also get a sense of arousal from stimulating sexual piercing digitally or verbally. Just seeing the piercing can even cause extra excitement in your partner.
Christina and HCH are usually designed for aesthetic purposes because none of these piercings kick against your clitoris. However, Christina can be a fun source of clitoris stimulus for a partner during vulva-on-vulva action. Your nose is different from the next person, just like your vulva. This is why some
piercings may not work on certain head or hood shapes or sizes. Get an assessment from a reputable piercing to determine if you are a candidate for a particular piercing. Here are a few things to consider. Glans piercings rarely can be hard pressure to find a piercing ready to perform a piercing of the
head if you have had previous genital piercings without problems, according to the Professional Pierers Association (APP). Also, most people don't have a clitoris that is large enough to accommodate this type of piercing. And even if you do, your hood and other surrounding fabrics may be too tight to
install jewelry inside, according to Axiom Body Piercing Studio.Other piercing may be the best choice Bridge of clitoral hoods deep enough to hold VCH piercings. But if you have a prominent major labia, or external lips, this can make HCA piercings uncomfortable. Your piercing should make sure that
there is roomYour studio must perform a tip test before doing any type or a hood piercing. A sterile cotton tip is inserted under the hood to provide enough space for space procedures and that the jewelry can be arranged comfortably. While the piercing jewelry choices there may seem endless, only a few
shapes are best suited for head or clitoral hood piercing. Curved, rather than straight decorations, make the most sense because they move more smoothly with body shape, according to Axiom.A circular rod has the shape of a semicircle or a forged, and it has two balls or beads that unscrew from the
ends. A ring of beads in captivity, also called a closed ring with a ball, is a ring that holds a ball or ball between a small hole. The ends of the ring are pressed on two indentations on the ball, keeping it in place. The curved bar is a slightly curved bar-shaped piercing with beads or balls that are unscrewed
at the ends. APP recommends the use of implant class metals or solid 14-carat gold or higher for piercing. The use of these metals can help prevent infection, exposure to toxins, allergic reactions, jewelry degradation, and other issues. Metals approved by ASTM International or the International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) meet implant requirements. Ask your piercing studio if they carry the reputable brand Anatometal.Implant class titanium lightweight, does not corrode when re-exposed to bodily fluids, and it does not have nickel, which some people are allergic to too. Look for ASTM-
F136 or ISO 5832-3 compatible parts. A stainless steel implant is another safe option. Although it has nickel, the protective layer on the metal serves as a barrier between nickel and your body. Look for ASTM-F138 or ISO-5832-1 compatible parts. Solid 14-carat gold (yellow, white or pink), free of nickel or
cadmium, will also work. The cost will vary depending on your location, studio and piercing style. Procedures. Most sexual piercings range from $50 to $100 just for the service. Plan to pay more for complex piercings such as triangle, or for multiple piercings, as in a pair of Princess Diana. Council. It is
customal to include the tip of at least 20 percent of the cost of piercing. Jewelry. Some piercing studios will include basic jewelry with their piercing price. Make sure they use the implant-grade options mentioned above. You can also pay separately for jewelry, with prices usually starting around
$30.Procedures will vary depending on the studio, but you can expect a few things when you arrive at the clitoral head or hood piercing, according to Axiom. Documents. You will be asked to show your ID to make sure you are 18 years of age or older. Then you will have to fill out a form that will include
disclaimer. Evaluation. If you didn't have a previous Your piercing will rate you for the type of piercing you want, and the jewelry that you would like to use. Your piercing should wear gloves when touching you. Disinfection. When you're ready to start, start, will clean the skin with a surgical scrub. Marking.
Your piercing will mark the area that will be pierced. Piercing. Depending on the type of piercing, this may include using a needle feeding tube to guide the needle. If you get a VCH, for example, a feeding tube will be inserted under the hood. Your piercing will then ask you if you are ready. You may be
told to take a deep breath and then exhale to reduce the pain the needle is going on in. Your piercing will follow the needle with the jewelry and then close it. Cleaning. Your piercing should stop the bleeding and then clear the piercing area before you go. If you ask 10 people if it hurts when they got their
genital piercing, you'll probably get 10 different answers. This is because how you experience piercings will depend on many factors, including the type of piercing you get. Expect more sensation if you get a head piercing rather than a piercing hood, for example. Experienced piercing will do everything
possible to minimize your pain. Your tolerance to pain will also determine the level of pain. Some people even enjoy the feeling of getting pierced. If you have had previous body piercings, you can usually expect a similar experience, according to the APP. There may be a few seconds of intense sensation
and then a decrease in that intensity. Some of the risks associated with the clitoral head or clitoral hood piercing are similar to other body piercings. This includes: Allergic reaction. An allergic reaction can occur with nickel in some jewelry materials. This is why it is important to make sure that your



equipment is a class implant or solid 14-karat gold or higher. Cutting. A rupture when a piercing gets on something and pulls out of the body. Infection. Any piercing poses a risk of infection if proper postoperative hygiene is not followed. The piercing infection may also be the result of the use of impure
needles during the procedure. However, good piercing practices, like the use of sterilized, disposable equipment, should eliminate this risk. Implementation. If your jewelry is too short, the skin can grow and paste it. Migration and rejection. Simply put, your piercing can't stay in place. Migration involves
piercings moving from its original location. This can happen if the piercing does not have adequate tissue to hold it. Failure is when the piercing slowly migrates to the surface of the skin and then out of the body. Nerve damage. While there is potential for nerve damage with any piercing, it is more likely to
happen with a piercing of the clitoral heads than with a hood piercing, according to Angel.botched piercing. Unprepared piercing can pierce the wrong piece of anatomy, such as the clitoris, you pointed out the clitoral hood. There is an assumption that genital piercing puts piercings or their sexual partners
at increased risk sexually transmitted infections. But studies show that this possible increase is small - if it exists at all. To minimize the risks, find a piercing that specializes in the type of piercing you want, and someone who is listed as an APP member. The healing time of the clitoral heads or the piercing
of the hood varies, depending on the style and your body. Average healing time: Glans: 4 to 8 weeks VCH: 4 to 8 weeks HCH: 6 to 8 weeksTriangle: 12 to 18 weeksPrinciply Diana: 4 to 8 weeksCest: 24 weeks to full yearSymptoms during healing may include light bleeding or blood stains within a few
days or from a few weeks of redness or from a few weeks of redness. You may also notice light drainage and crusts during the healing period, just as you would with any other piercing. Piercing on privates needs gentle care, especially during the healing period. Use the appropriate postoperative care
methods recommended by the app below. You may be surprised when you can have sex. The answer is when you're ready - even a few days after the piercing is in order. During the healing process, do: Be gentle with piercings. Wash your hands before touching the piercing. Wash the piercing daily with
sterile saline solution. Wash with saline after sex. Urination after cleaning the piercing or shower. Shower daily. Sleep in clean bedding. Wear clean clothes. Use fresh towels. Dress up from a wet gym or swim right away. Use barrier protection, such as condoms and dental dams, during sex with partners.
Put protection on your sex toys, too. Make sure to use water-based lubricant if you use it. Leave the jewelry at all times. During the healing process, don't: Play with the piercing until it is completely healed. Be rude or let your partner be rude with piercings. Allow your partner's mouth or bodily fluids to get
in touch with the piercing. Have sex without condoms or other barrier methods during healing. Touch the piercing or let someone touch it with unclean hands. Use harsh soap or detergent on piercings. Remove the jewelry. Swim in the pool, lake or ocean until your piercing is healed. Wear clothes that rub
or irritate piercings. Although some tenderness is expected during healing, there are several symptoms that may indicate infection. This includes: skin that is inflamed and hot on touchpain when you brush or otherwise touch pelvic pain when you move around a pous-like discharge from a piercing sitefoul
smell around a piercing sitefever, body pain, or other flu-like symptoms If you suspect something is wrong, don't remove the jewelry. According to THE APP, this can cause the piercing to close on the surface and seal in the infection if you have one. Instead, take an immediate look at the piercing or
medical specialist. If a health care worker asks you to remove your jewelry, Angel recommends that you bring up your concerns about the seal in the Some piercings may migrate, others will last until you are ready to remove them. Clitoral heads and hooded jewelry are best changed to a trained piercing.
Ask your piercing if they offer this service for free. Many studios do to ensure the safety of their customers. Do not change the decorations during healing. If you have an upcoming medical procedure where you should remove the piercing, talk to the piercing first. Your piercing may have a solution to
prevent closure. As long as you safely past the healing period, you can remove it on your own with clean hands. If you are still in the healing phase, you should go back to the piercing for safe removal. After removing at any time, clean the piercing hole with saline solution regularly until it heals. Your
research on piercings in your area. Read online reviews and see if the studio provides information on its website about the specific piercings you're looking for. If they don't have information about sexual piercings, that could be an indicator of what you should look elsewhere. When you find a promising
piercing, ask for advice to get answers to your questions. Your piercing will be able to test your anatomy to determine if the type of clitoral heads or hood piercing you want will work for your body. If this is not the case, they may be able to offer an alternative. Remember: each vulva is unique, so what
works for one person may not work for another. Jennifer Chesak is a medical journalist for several national publications, a writing teacher and a freelance book editor. She holds a Master of Science degree in Journalism from Northwestern's Medill. She is also the editor-in-chief of the literary magazine
Shift. Jennifer lives in Nashville but hails from North Dakota, and when she doesn't write or poke her nose into a book, she usually runs trails or futzing with her garden. Follow her on Instagram or Twitter. Last medical review August 13, 2019
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